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THE ALUMINUM ACTIVATION LOG
bY
H, D. Scott and M. P. Smith
Texaco Inc., Bellaire Research Laboratories, Bellaire, Texas
ABSTRACT
More reliable methods are needed for determining the
shale content of reservoir formations, particularly in cased
wells.

In some areas, the natural gamma-ray log is unsuitable

for this purpose due to mineralization of the formations or because of accumulations of radioactive deposits on the casing.
The spontaneous potential log is unsatisfactory

in some uncased
wells where the log cannot delineate bed structure. This paper
discusses the possibility of using a measurement of the aluminum
in the formation to provide the shale content, since aluminum is
a relatively constant component of shale.
Using a californium-252 neutron source emitting 10'
neutrons/second,

a continuous aluminum activation log has been

developed which can be operated at logging speeds of 20 feet per
minute.

The log has been run in one uncased and four cased wells.

Results indicate that the log has good potential for determining
the shale content of formations and should overcome the limitations of the natural gamma and S.P. logs mentioned previously.
Neutron absorbers in the formations such as salt water and boron
can affect the log but variations in these quantities can be
corrected for if a log of C, the formation thermal neutron capture
cross section, is available.
Gamma rays in the range 1 to 2 Mev from the decay of
28Al are used for the measurement.

The use of californium-252

as a neutron source instead of PuBe or AmBe is preferred in
order to reduce the competing effect of silicon activation to a
negligible level. Analyses of well data showed that aluminum
activation is by far the dominant product with small contributions also occurring from casing activation, calcium activation,
and oxygen activation.
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By measuring the total gamma-ray spectrum instead of
only the range 1 to 2 Mev, results indicate that satisfactory
252
Cf sources of
aluminum logs can be obtained using weaker
about lo8 neutrons/second
10 feet/minute.

if the logging speed is reduced to

The radiation dose rate from this source is

tolerable, being similar to that produced by a 0.5 curie 137cs
gamma-ray source, and the radiation shield required to transport
the source would weigh about 250 pounds.
In addition to shale determination, the log has obvious
applications for locating bauxite deposits.

INTRODUCTION
In exploration for new petroleum reservoirs, the
possibility of the presence of shale in formations of interest
is an important factor.

Logging measurements made in a borehole

through the formations will be affected by the presence of shale
and if accurate corrections are not made, errors can occur in
In addition, if
the final interpretation of the measurements.
the formation contains oil or gas, the presence of shale will
have an important bearing on whether or not the reservoir can
be produced.
It is common practice to estimate the shale fraction
from a natural gamma-ray log or an S.P. log, although methods
using combinations of other logs have been developed. In some
areas the natural gamma-ray log is not suitable for this purpose
due to mineralization

of the sand formations or in some cased

wells because of accumulations of radioactive deposits on the
well casing.

In other areas the S.P. log may be unsatisfactory

if bed structure cannot be delineated or if the well has been
drilled with an oil-base mud. An alternate method which should
lead to a more direct determination of the shale content would
be to measure the aluminum content of the formation, since
aluminum is a relatively constant component of shale.
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Composite analyses of sedimentary rocks indicate an
average A1203 content of 4.8% in sandstones, 0.8% in limestones,
and 15 to 21% in clays and shales. (1) Measurement of the aluminum content of core samples by neutron activation has been reported previously, (2) but previous attempts to measure the
aluminum content of borehole formations have been limited to
stationary measurements in the borehole, using a source of 14
Mev neutrons. (3) With the recent availability of intense
californium-252 neutron sources, continuous activation logs can
now be run in a borehole. (4)
This paper describes the development of a continuous
aluminum activation log which can operate at a logging speed of
20 feet per minute. (5) The purpose of this paper is to report
the results of these investigations and to illustrate with
examples the utility of the aluminum activation log in oil and
gas exploration.

In addition, the log has obvious applications

in mineral exploration for bauxite deposits.
THEORY
The neutron activation logging method in boreholes has
been well described in the literature primarily for the measurement of oxygen and silicon using 14 Mev neutrons.

In this method

a neutron source is moved through the borehole at a constant
speed followed by a gamma-ray detector.

The neutrons interact

with the nuclei of elements present in the formation to produce
radioisotopes which decay usually with the emission of gamma rays;.
The radioactive nuclei can be identified by their characteristic
half life and the energy of the gamma rays emitted.
Tests with commonly used neutron sources such as PuBe
28
or AmBe have shown that
Al can be produced in shales by the
28Al and also in sands by the silicon fast
reaction 27A1 (n,v)
neutron reaction 28Si (n,p) 28A1. This latter reaction, which
constitutes an important interference for an aluminum log in
sand-shale sequences, is produced by neutrons having energies
greater than the threshold energy for the reaction at 3.85 Mev.
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Measurements indicate that a more realistic practical threshold
for this reaction is 4.5 Mev. (6) Neutrons from PuBe and AmBe
sources have an average energy of about 4.5 Mev and approximately
40 to 50% of these neutrons will exceed the practical threshold
for silicon activation.

Therefore sources of this type are

considered unsuitable for the aluminum activation log. By comparison, the average energy of 252Cf neutrons is 2.3 Mev which
makes this source very suitable for aluminum logging since only
12% of the neutrons from this source can exceed the silicon reaction thr-eshold. The aluminum reaction product 28Al decays
with a half life of 2.3 minutes and emits a gamma ray with an
energy of 1.78 Mev.
Since the activated nuclei decay with a characteristic
half life T, the optimum logging speed v. is determined by the
source-to-detector spacing, d, according to the equation
v

0

0.693

=

d

T

In this application, d was chosen to be 7 feet in
order to minimize interference from prompt (n,v) reactions occurring close to the source.

The general configuration of the logging

sonde is shown in Figure 1.

At this spacing the optimum logging

speed is 2.1 feet/minute, which is obviously too slow for logging
large sections of a well. The relative detector counting rate
at various logging speeds, v, is given by the relationship:

_

Counts per second

k (1 - e

=

source in the borehole.
k=

_ Ad
u

0.693
T
vertical extent of activation from a stationary point

where h = decay constant
a=

=

la

v ) e

constant.
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showed that good agreement between

theory and experimental data could be obtained by using a value
of a = 1 foot. Using this value, the relative counting rate is
shown plotted in Figure 2 as a function of logging speed. From
this curve it can be seen that at a speed of 20 feet/minute the
counting rate is reduced to 27% of the maximum obtainable at the
optimum speed of 2.1. feet/minute. This reduction can be compensated for by increasing the strength of the neutron source and
also by increasing the detector volume.

F

LABORATORY RESULTS
Two

Cf
252

used in this work.

neutron sources on loan from the AEC were
The original strengths of these sources were

1.43 x lo8 n/set and 1.69
respectively).

x

10' n/set (61 and 702 ugm 252cf,

For laboratory investigations the smaller source

was usually used and results were compared with a lo7 n/set PuBe
source.

The logging sonde shown in Figure 1 had an outside

diameter of 3.0", for use in wells with 4.5" diameter casing or
greater, and the NaI(T1) gamma-ray detector had a diameter of
l-3/8" and a length of 5.0".
To determine the magnitude of the interference from
silicon on the aluminum log, test formations were constructed
containing mixtures of A1203 and Si02 in fresh water.

Measure-

ments were made in formations containing 100% Si02, 88% Si02
with 12% Al2039 and 75% Si02 with 25% A1203.

A typical gamma-ray

spectrum measured in the latter formation is shown in Figure 3(a).
This shows the characteristic 1.78 Mev gamma-ray spectrum from
28Al obtained by irradiating the formation with the 61 r_lg252cf
source for 10 minutes and measuring the induced activity for 1
minute after a delay of 6 minutes.

A spectrum measured with a

steel casing present in the borehole is shown in Figure 3(b).
This spectrum shows additional peaks at 0.845, 1.81, and 2.12
56Mn produced by casing activation. This isotope has
Mev from
a half life of 2.58 hours and is primarily produced by thermal
neutron activation of manganese in the steel casing.

Tests with

samples of pure iron and manganese showed that about 20% of the
-
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casing activation is also produced from iron by the fast neutron
56
Fe (n,p) 56Mn.
reaction
In order to minimize interference from casing activation,

it was decided to use the energy range 1.0 to 2.0 Mev for the
aluminum log.

This also eliminated the possibility of interfer-

ence from barium activation which can occur if the well has been
137m
drilled with barite mud. In this situation
Ba can be produced
which decays with a half life of 2.6 minutes and the emission of
0.662 Mev gamma rays.
(a)

Effect of Si in the Matrix
To evaluate the effect of silicon interference on the

aluminum log, the uncased test formations were irradiated with
252 Cf and PuBe sources and gamma-ray spectra were recorded at
several decay times.

From these data the total count rates within

the energy range 1 to 2 Mev at time To, the end of the irradiation
period, were calculated.

The results are shown plotted in Figure

4 as a function of the Al203 content of the formation.

In order
to compare the two types of source, the count rates have been

normalized by the neutron source strengths to give counts per
neutron at time To.

From this figure it can be seen that the
252
lower average energy of
Cf neutrons produces much less inter-

ference from silicon via the 28Si (n,p) 28A1 reaction.
range 10

to

Over the

20% Al2032 silicon interference obtained by using

252Cf varies from 6.5 to 3.5% compared with values of 46% to 30%
obtained with PuBe sources.
(b)

Effect of Thermal Neutron Absorbers in the Formation
The presence of strong thermal neutron

absorbers in the

formation such as salt water and boron, which compete for the
thermal neutrons available, can cause the aluminum activation to
be suppressed.

The effect is illustrated in Figure 5 which shows

the measured response of the logging tool in laboratory fresh
water

test

formations

together

with calculated responses for

various formation water salinities. These values are for a 1.3
x 10' n/set 252Cf source at a logging speed of 20 feet per minute.
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For a fixed amount of A1203 in a formation, the
aluminum activation is inversely proportional to the total
thermal neutron capture cross section of the formation, X.
Variations in salt water salinity or boron content will cause
If a log of x for the well is available, the aluz to vary.
minum log can be corrected to yield the amount of aluminum
present in the formation.

One method to do this is to normal-

ize to a clean sand in the well.

If the clean sand has a cap-

ture cross section of CN, the aluminum log can be normalized to
c
Otherwise, if no
this interval by multiplying by the ratio -.
YN
c log is available, the aluminum determination will be in error
by an amount proportional to the variation of C over the interval
of interest.
In Figure 5, mean values of C are given for the calibration lines shown.

A change of 10% in the A1203 content of

the formation only changes these values by about 0.3.
(c)

Effect of Formation Porosity
Variations in formation porosity can be expected to

affect the aluminum log count rate in three ways for a fixed
concentration of A1203 in the formation matrix.

First, reduc-

tion of porosity will increase the number of aluminum atoms per
unit volume.

Also, in most cases, a reduction of porosity will

decrease the total thermal neutron capture cross section of the
formation, 7, due to reduction of fluid content.

As a result of

these two effects the relative capture by aluminum will increase.
Secondly, reduction in porosity will increase the neutron slowing
down length and the volume of formation activated; and thirdly,
the formation density will increase and provide greater attenuation of the 1.78 Mev gamma rays.

To determine the integrated

effect of these variations, measurements were attempted in test
formations of Tennessee quartzite, Kasota dolomite, and Berea
sandstone containing small quantities of aluminum in the range

0.1 to 1.5%. However, it was found that the inhomogeneity and
variability of the individual rocks prevented a reliable assay
of the true aluminum content at this low concentration.
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In work closely related to this investigation, continactivation logging for calcium was demonstrated using a
252
Cf source, As part of this work, the effect
1.1 X 10' n/set

uous

of formation porosity on the calcium measurement was determined
in the laboratory limestone test formations.

The results ob-

tained are shown in Figure 6. For this measurement the isotope
48 Ca present in natural calcium at the low level of 0.18% is
activated by thermal neutrons to produce 4gCa

This decays with

.

a half life of 8.8 mins and the emission of 3.10 and 4.11 Mev
gamma rays.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the integrated

effect of porosity variations is relatively small.

The only

significant difference between the aluminum and calcium measurement techniques is in the gamma-ray energy range considered.

For

the calcium log the range 2.4 to 3.5 Mev was used to eliminate
gamma rays from aluminum and casing activation.
num log the energy range used was 1.0 to 2.0 Mev.

For the alumiWith no other

data available at this time it appears reasonable to conclude
that the aluminum log using the above energy range will respond
to porosity in a manner similar to the calcium log and should be
fairly independent of porosity at least over the porosity range
of 10 to 30%.
(d)

Effect of Cemented Casing in the Borehole
A survey of manufacturers of cements for borehole com-

pletions showed that most modern borehole cements have an equivalent A1203 content in the range 4.1 to 5.1%.

The presence of

this quantity of aluminum close to the borehole casing in cemented
wells has the effect of adding a constant amount to the aluminum
activation log.

This is shown in Figure 7, which shows the cali-

brations obtained in a 9" diameter borehole both uncased and with
a cemented 4%" diameter casing.

The magnitude of the vertical axis

intercept for the cemented casing indicates the amount of cement
activation.

Figure 7 also shows that in a cased well the aluminum

log has less sensitivity since the logging instrument is further
from the formation.

-
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During this investigation aluminum activation logs
were run in one uncased and four cased wells using the larger
252 Cf source which by this time had decayed to a strength of
about 1.1 x 10' n/set.

A logging speed of 20 feet/minute was

usually employed, 'butwhen a calcium activation log was simultaneously recorded a logging speed of 3 feet/minute was used.
Three energy ranges in the spectrum were measured together with
a log of the total count rate.

The energy range 1.0 to 2.0 Mev

was used for the aluminum log, the range 0.75 to 1.0 Mev was
used to monitor the casing activation, and gamma rays above
2 Mev were used for the calcium activation log.
Well $11
This well, located in West Texas, was uncased over the
interval of interest and passed through limestone, sandstone, and
shale formations.

To investigate the basic assumption that both

the aluminum log and the natural gamma-ray log reflect the shale
content of the formations, an aluminum activation log was obtained in this well at a speed of 20 feet/minute together with a
natural gamma-ray log.

The natural gamma-ray log was measured

at a speed of 3 feet/minute to reduce statistical errors to about
+3%.

The degree of correlation obtained between the two logs is

shown in Figure 8.

Although there appears to be a roughly linear

correlation between the two logs, this relationship could be
fortuitous.

If the points on the aluminum log are corrected

for the presence of neutron absorbers in the formation by multiplying by appropriate ';:
values, the correlation would become
curved to the right since the more shaly formations have larger
This would produce a plot similar to that described
by Larionov (7) for natural gamma-ray intensity versus clay content
7 values.

of sediments.

This would then indicate a roughly linear propor-

tionality between aluminum in shales and the clay content.
ever, since x values were not available for this well, the
hypothesis could not be verified.
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Well #2
This well, located in the Texas Gulf Coast region, had
a 7" casing and was originally drilled in 1936.
included

an S.P. log, a resistivity

Logs available

log, and some lithology infor-

mation indicating the presence of 4 thin limestone beds in a
mostly sand-shale sequence.

Activation

logs were measured in

this well at logging speeds of 3, 10, 20, and 30 feet/minute to
determine the effects of changes in this parameter and to measure
Some of the results obtained for this
well have been reported previously. (8)
calcium activation also.

Figure 9 shows the total aluminum activation recorded
at 20 feet/minute together with the gamma-ray, S.P., and resistivity logs.

In general, there is good correlation between the

aluminum activation and the gamma-ray log.
from 4100' to 4450'

However, the interval

is of particular interest.

In this region

the S.P. log indicates the presence of several clean sand formations separated by sharply defined shale beds.

With the aid of

the dashed lines drawn in Figure 9 to indicate the response in
clean formations, it can be seen that the natural gamma-ray log
is relatively high for depths below 4000'.

The clean sands in

this interval are not well defined by the gamma-ray log and a
shale fraction of up to 30% is indicated.

In contrast, the alu-

minum activation log correlates very well with the S.P. log, and
confirms the presence of clean sands in this interval.
When

workovers are scheduled for wells of this type it

is fairly common practice to run a pulsed neutron log such as
the Lifetime Log+ or TDT Log;kycto determine water saturation
values for possible producing sands,

These logs must be corrected

for the shale content of the formations and the natural gamma-ray
log is often used to estimate this.

Making an erroneous correc-

tion for 30% shale in an interval which is in fact not shaly

*Trademark or Dresser Atlas
**Trademark of Schlumberger
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could change the interpretation of the pulsed neutron log from
In this example, use of the
water-productive to oil-productive.
aluminum log could avoid this problem.
The activation log run in this well at a speed of 3
feet/minute was quantitatively analyzed using spectral data obtained in laboratory formations to give the count rates produced
by each of the elements activated in the well.

The results from

this analysis were then used as input to the activation equation
to calculate the yield from each element at a logging speed of
30 feet/minute.

It was found possible to account for all measured

data in terms of activation from aluminum, calcium, oxygen, and
casing activation only.

In Table I are shown the analyses ob-

tained in a typical shale at 3496'
stone bed at 3502'

to 3520'.

to 3502'

and an adjacent limes-

Count rates measured in each of the

three energy ranges are given for the two logging speeds.
general, aluminum activation is the dominant product.

In

Count

rates obtained from aluminum, calcium, and the casing are much
higher at 3 feet/minute than at 30 feet/minute as would be expected from curves of the type shown in Figure 2.

However,

casing activation is relatively small and constant although in
the range 0.75 to 1.0 Mev it can be more important due to the
0.845 Mev gamma ray from 56Mn.

The very small amount of calcium

activation obtained at 3 feet/minute above 2 Mev is significant
for identifying limestones behind casing but the low yield indicates the limitation of the technique.

To increase the calcium

activation count rate a stronger neutron source and a larger
gamma-ray detector could be used.

The calcium activation in the

shale is probably caused by some lime in the shale and also by
cement around the casing.
At a speed of 30 feet/minute, the activation above 2
Mev could not be accounted for by aluminum, calcium, and casing
activation alone.

Approximately 2 cps were produced by 6.1 and

7.1 Mev gamma rays from oxygen activation through the fast neutron
reaction 160 (n,p) 16N. Because the half life of 16N is 7.1
seconds, oxygen activation was not detectable at a speed of

-
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The threshold energy for the oxygen activation reaction is 10.2 Mev so that the oxygen activation had to

3 feet per minute.

be produced by the very small proportion (approximately 0.4%)
of the californium-252 neutrons which exceed this energy.
Well #3
This well, located in the Texas Gulf Coast region, was
drilled with a g-7/8" bit and cased with a 4.5" diameter casing.
Open hole logs available for this well included an S.P. log,
gamma-ray log, and a density log.

These are shown in Figure 10

for the interval containing the Heterostegina Limestone.

Also

shown in Figure 10 are the aluminum and calcium activation logs
obtained at a logging speed of 3 feet per minute.

One of the

objectives in this well was to confirm the behavior of the
calcium log over the limestone interval.

As can be seen in

Figure 10, the calcium log agrees well with the density log
over this interval.

The aluminum log shows essentially the same

characteristics as the natural gama-ray

log, so that in this
However, the S.P. log differs

well they appear to be equivalent.

from the gamma-ray and aluminum logs and does not delineate the
Since both gamma-ray and

bed boundaries in the same manner.

aluminum logs can be measured through casing, in this particular
well the gamma-ray log would have the advantage of lower cost
since a strong neutron source would not be required.
Well $14
The fourth well logged, also in the Texas Gulf Coast
region, was drilled prior to 1943 and cased with a 6-5/8" casing.
As no open hole logs on this well were available, an S.P. log
from an offset well was used.

A gamma-ray log run on the well

did not correlate with the S.P. log which showed a sand interval
from 3750' to 3900'.

The natural gamma-ray log failed to delin-

eate this interval either because the sand contained radioactive
minerals or because of radioactive deposits accumulated on the
casing.

An aluminum activation log was run and very good agree-

ment was obtained with the S.P. log of the offset well.
logs obtained are shown in Figure 11.
-
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aluminum log satisfactorily delineates the sand interval to be
between 3760' and 3890'. Note that both the S.P. log and the
aluminum log record the presence of a characteristic shale bed
in this field at 3850'.
Evidently, the usefulness of an aluminum activation log
depends on whether or not the S.P. or natural gamma-ray log provides a satisfactory measurement of the shale content of the
From the example shown in Figure 11, if

formation of interest.

no S.P. log exists for a well and if the sands contain additional
mineralization or the casing is radioactive due to movement of
large quantities of formation fluids, then the aluminum log can
make a very valuable contribution to the correct interpretation
of the well logs.
Well $15
This well, located in North Texas, was drilled with a
g-7/8" bit and cased with a 5-l/2" diameter casing.

Aluminum and

calcium activation logs were run in this well at a speed of 3 feet/
minute.

The aluminum log recorded over the energy range 1 to 2 Mev

was compared to the total activation produced above about 0.2 Mev.
These data are plotted in Figure 12 where both logs have been
corrected for natural gamma-ray background.

It can be seen from

this plot that the total activation is proportional to the activation detected between 1.0 and 2.0 Mev.

Therefore, the total

activation could be effectively used as an aluminum log with an
increase in count rate of a factor 4.4.
MINIMIZATION OF 252Cf SOURCE REQUIRED
In order for logging service companies to make the aluminum activation log available to the petroleum industry at a
reasonable price, some consideration should be given to the factors
which govern the costs of this log.

Since the tool design is

essentially conventional, the controlling costs are the price of
the 252 Cf neutron source, the shielding required in transporting
the source, and the costs of any special handling procedures required.

The costs of all of these factors can be reduced by

-
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the log.
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a half life of 2.65 years so that the useful life of a source
would be limited to about this period.
The data obtained in Well #5 indicated that a satisfactory aluminum log could be obtained by measuring the total count
rate instead of only gamma rays between 1.0 and 2.0 Mev.
improvement in count rate obtained was a factor 4.4.

The

Since the

source used in Well #5 had a source strength of 1.1 x 10' n/set,
it can be concluded that a satisfactory aluminum log can be obtained with a source of 2.5 x lo8 n/set provided that the total
activation is used.

In addition, the NaI(T1) scintillation de-

tector used in this work had a limited size of l-3/8" diameter
x 5" length.

By increasing the volume of the detector and by

logging at a slower speed of 10 feet/minute instead of 20 feet/
minute to increase the counting rate by about a factor 2, it
would be possible to use a source of only about 1 x lo8 n/set.
This overall reduction would mean that considerably less shielding would be required for the source container and the source
could be handled satisfactorily on the end of a 6' rod.

The

actual logging speed could be adjusted to compensate for the
252
decay of the
Cf source so that source decay would not necessarily require the logging sonde to be recalibrated at frequent
intervals.
RADIATION DOSE FROM WELL LOGGING SOURCES
To evaluate the relative magnitude of the radiation
252
dose in air from a
Cf source emitting lo8 neutrons/second, a
comparison of doses from other sources in use today in the logging
industry is shown in Table II. 137Cs gamma-ray sources with a
strength of 2 curies are commonly used in density tools and AmBe
neutron sources emitting 4 x lo7 neutrons/second
being used for the Compensated Neutron Log*.

*Trademark of Schlumberger
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252

Cf source equivalent in
can be seen that the strength of a
dose rate to 2 curies of 137Cs is approximately 4 x 108n/sec.
252
Cf source is
Therefore, the proposed use of a 1 x lo8 n/set
well within the limits of current field practice as far as radi-.
ation dose level is concerned.

RADIATION SHIELDS FOR 252Cf SOURCES
In designing a radiation shield for 252 Cf sources,
attention must be given to the nature of the radiations to be
shielded and to the portability requirements of the shield.

At

the present time, regulations for shielded shipping casks for
general use require dose-rate levels to be less than 200 mrem/hr
at the surface of the container and less than 10 mrem/hr at 3
feet from the external surface. (9) For a 252 Cf source emitting
lo8 neutrons/second, these regulations can be met by several
(10,11,12)
simple designs.
A particularly inexpensive shield
252
for a lo8 neutrons/second
Cf source can be constructed using
a standard 30-gallon, 18" diameter drum filled with paraffin.
The weight of this type of shield would be approximately 250 lbs.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of this preliminary study of the aluminum
activation log have shown that this log has good potential for
determining the shale content of formations and is particularly
useful in areas where the S.P. or gamma-ray logs are unsatisfactory for this purpose.

Field results obtained so far are semi-

quantitative since further study is required to understand the
detailed effects of variations in the formation capture cross
section on the log.

However, even with the limited number of

wells logged so far, it is apparent that the log can yield very
useful information to aid in better interpretation of workover
logs.
This study indicates that californium-252 is the preferred source for the aluminum activation log in order to minimize interference from silicon.
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should be obtainable by measuring the total activation produced
252
Cf source at a logging speed of
by a 1 x lo8 neutrons/second
about 10 feet/minute.

The radiation dose rate to personnel from

this source would be similar to that produced by a 0.5 curie
137Cs gamma-ray source and the size of the radiation shield required would not be excessive.
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TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF ACTIVATION LOGS (counts/set)

SHALE
(3496 to 3502 ft)

Speed:

0.75-1.0

1.0-2.0

>2

0.75-1.0

1.0-2.0

>2

Mev

Mev

Mev

Mev

Mev

Mev

325
2.6
24.4
7.0
359+2

678
4.4
14.3
9.2
706*3

3.1
3.6
1.0
1.8
9.5fO.3

136
5.7
25.3
6.8
175+1

284
9.8
14.7
8.1
317+2

1.3
7.9
1.0
1.9
12.1kO.2

65.7
0.3
2.4
2.6
7.0
75+3

137
0.5
1.4
4.4
9.2
146+4

0.6
0.4
0.1
2.0
1.8
6.3kO.7

27.4
0.7
'2.5
2.6
6.8
39+1

57.4
1.1
1.5
4.4
8.1
72+2

0.2
0.9
0.1
2.0
1.9
5.1kO.4

3 ft/min

Aluminum Activation 2aAl
Calcium Activation 4gCa
Casing Activation 56Mn
Natural Background
Measured Total
Speed:

LIMESTONE
(3502 to 3520 ft)

30 ft/min

Aluminum Activation 28A1
Calcium Activation 4gCa
Casing Activation 56Mn
Oxygen Activation 16N
Natural Background
Measured Total
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TABLE II
RADIATION DOSE RATES FROM WELL LOGGING SOURCES

F

Source

Strength

Total Dose Rate in Air (mrem/hr)
at 3 feet

137CS

2 curies

640

AmBe

18 curies

56

at 6 feet
160

(4x107n/s)
252cf

43 micrograms

150

(lx108n/s)
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